
General Miniature Railway Practice. 
Narrow Gauge & Miniature Gauge 

Any railway of 350mm gauge and over which crosses a public highway within the British 

Isles comes within the remit of the Rail Accident Investigation Branch (RIAB) and has been 

accepted that railways with a smaller gauge than this and a larger gauge than 175mm are 

termed “miniature” gauge. 

 

The size and complexity of these miniature railways varies significantly from a simple short 

line in a house garden to complex commercial operations. Regardless of size certain rules 

and work practices should be observed to ensure the safe wellbeing of all those involved 

before each and every running day. 

 

There complexity will depend on the size of the operation. It is preferable that all railways 

keep a written record of their work practices, it is essential when tracks that are open to the 

public that these operations are documented and kept safely for future reference. 

 

Most railways have similar working requirements but will have their own way for these to 

be done and recorded. A check list is the best way of ensuring it is recorded properly. 

 

Running Days - 

Work Roster 

A “work roster” is basically a list of personnel and the jobs to which they have been 

assigned, it can be made up in various ways e.g. for a maintenance team and cover a period 

of work or specifically for a public running day to advise all those taking part which jobs they 

have been assigned. 

This becomes more important the larger the task in order for all those taking part know 

what to do and if necessary who to report to. 

On the running day the responsible officer must then ensure the following is carried out 

correctly. 

Track Inspection 

A detailed track inspection must be undertaken before each running day commences, 

ensure a person with the correct experience undertakes this task, walks the track and 

reports any faults. Ensure they are corrected and if necessary inform all train operators of 

any restrictions that may apply before a test train is allowed to run. 

Rolling Stock 

Inspect all locomotives, check paperwork is in order. Rolling stock is safe to run, couplings, 

brakes, lights etc are functioning correctly. Trains are safely coupled, the drivers are 

qualified to drive the route and guards are aware of their duties.  

Signal Operation 



The signal operators are aware of the number of locomotives operating and their positions, 

all signals, points and crossing barriers are working correctly. 

Other Public areas 

Make sure any safety issues in the public areas are in place. Any personnel required are 

competent and briefed of their duties 

Test Train 

Ensure a test train is run over the route before any passenger hauling trains are allowed to 

run. 

 

Club Specific Instructions 

You can see how much instructions can vary from club to club by reading the running day 

instructions for a number of different clubs and visiting them on running days.  The 

documents “HSME Broomy Hill Railway Operating Procedure” (an abstract from the 

Members Handbook) and also the “HSME Running Day sheet” shows how Hereford Society 

of Model Engineers operate on running days. 


